From the editor
In Holland going to Grammar School in the seventies usually meant visiting Rome. So did I in 1973. One of
our duties was to write a travel journal. This was the start of the numerous travel journals I wrote over the
years.
So when the word ‘narrowboat’ entered my vocabulary I immediately realised: this is going to be a journey
as well (but not as we know it). I kept track of everything narrowboat-related after that. And when I finally
moved to the UK I decided to keep a weblog. Primary for myself, but also for ‘the folks back home’.
Reading a weblog on a day-to-day basis is one thing, but reading all posts about one subject in one go is very
awkward. Reading it as a pdf or as an e-book is a lot easier.
This document contains all the posts of our adventures in 2018. And the title explains it all: IT WAS HOT!

If this book is unreadable on your e-reader, please tell me, and I will try to correct it.
Enjoy reading.
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He’s behind you!* – 3 January 2018
Sometime last year, probably when we were on the Mon&Brec, the word pantomime was mentioned. I must
have said that I had never seen a real pantomime. Wrong, of course, because here I am, in the restored and
redeveloped Perth Theatre, to watch it’s first production: Aladdin. And I’m in for a great surprise...

To us, educated folk on the continent, pantomime (Greek: παντόμιμος), or mime, is a kind of theatre without
words. Marcel Marceau is the first who comes to mind. So the idea of going to a theatre to see something that
lasts about two hours, with not one word spoken, and is very popular with families with children, absolutely
intrigues me. No problem, as per usual mentioning something to Ann is a dangerous thing. And we have to
leave Scarisbrick very, very early so I can see my first pantomime.
I must admit, over the last couple of weeks I kind of found out that it might be somewhat different from a
silent Marcel Marceau. Especially when Lawrance starts shouting: “He’s behind you...!” But it never occurred to
me to google the word pantomime.
So when the Widow Twankey steps out of a giant washing machine I know: this is something complete
different. It’s the English version of pantomime, a story distantly related to a well-know fairy tale, turned into a
musical, with men playing women’s rolls and vice versa. Local features or events are also part of the script.

Widow Twankey

It’s a good thing that I understand the Scottish twang, otherwise 75% of the text would have gone missing
for me. And even so, sometimes the adults in the audience start laughing, and I think: “Do I miss something
here?” I will never find out if they laugh about something local, something Scottish or just something English.

Wishy Washy and Aladdin

So I see a feisty Princess Jasmine and Wishy Washy who, between them, rescue Aladdin from an unhappy
ending, with the help of the Genie and fighting against Abenazer. Another stage in my Anglicizing completed.

* He’s behind you: Audience participation is part of the show. So when the villain appears on stage and the hero
doesn’t notice him, the audience shouts: “He’s behind you!”. The audience is always encouraged to hiss the
villain and “awwwww” the poor victims.
*Pictures of the Sunday Herald website

An der schönen blauen Donau – 5 January 2018
Most countries on the continent will broadcast the New Year’s Concert in Vienna. I didn’t spot it in the TVguide, although BBC Two did show it. So I missed it.

Johan

But that’s not a problem. Ann has bought two tickets for me and her to go to the New Year’s Concert of the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra in Perth. So for the first time in ages I find myself in a concert hall.
What a difference. It’s absolutely packed (except for the first two rows), nobody is dressed up, and looking
from my seat towards the stage is like looking out over a great white-cabbage field. All I see is round, white
heads. Well, grey, of course... And I’m not that much different, I must admit.
Sport Polka, Steeplechase Polka, William Tell Overture, Overture to Die Fledermaus, Emperor Waltz and, of
course, Blue Danube, conductor and violinist Joseph Swensen brings us classical music’s finest waltzes and
polkas. Sometimes I even see a hint of André Rieu.
If I’m honest, I must admit that I do miss making music, or playing in an orchestra. Maybe I should take a look
at what The Atkinson in Southport has to offer.

I see red – 10 January 2018 by WRT
Or should that read: Icy red? There are a few possibilities.
First of all, I must admit that I was glad Magda and Lawrance spent both Christmas and New Year at home.
As per usual I looked gorgeous, with all the lights and decorations inside and outside. And because of the
possibility of people visiting us on Boxing Day I’m also absolutely clean inside. Lawrance made Christmas
Dinner.

Christmas Dinner

Magda prepared all kinds of snacks, for Boxing Day. All stored in my coldest part, the engine room. Oh, no,
sorry Magda, utility room.

Boxing Day snacks

She was also busy, trying to finish her second cross-stitched Dutch tiles. A picture, just to show that she indeed
made another one.

Double Dutch, but different

The only problem basically was the weather. Gale force winds. I know, that’s not that strange. Only, 50 mph is a
bit overdone. It even made Santa, who was sitting on my gas locker, go for a swim.
Then things were going downhill. The wind got stronger, AND Magda and Lawrance left me on my own. They
went to Scotland, to visit Ann and Mick. They had to leave very early, so they woke me up very early.

View from the cottage

While I was trying to stay afloat in the ever increasing wind, they went gallivanting all over Perthshire. Visiting
the Kelpies. (One can just see the slightly snow-capped mountains in the distance.)

The Kelpies

And the Falkirk Wheel. No, they didn’t go on the trip boat, and ON the wheel. Even for seniors that would
cost £11 p.p. If you hire a boat here you can go on it for free, and if I’m right, they think of hiring a boat in
Scotland, at the end of this year’s cruising season.

Falkirk Wheel

Going to pantomimes and concerts. Playing cards till late at night.
Then, when they left Scotland on the Sunday, temperatures plummeted. It was -12°C in Perthshire, and when
they came back in Scarisbrick my inside was down to 2°C. It took a long time before I got at least a bit warm
inside. And Magda even made a hot water bottle, for the first time since we’re together.
With the Dutch tiles now finished, Magda turned her attention now to other things. Like trying to finish a
patchwork quilt she started about twenty years ago, surprisingly in colours that match the bedroom.

On the Tuesday she decided to make a batch of Golden Paste. This is a turmeric paste that makes joints less
aching, so she told me. Great, hopefully she will now stop saying: “I’m too old for this”, twenty times a day...
And today I see RED. Well, no, I can’t exactly see it, but I know my galley is red all over. And no, she didn’t kill
Lawrance (yet). Remember her making sauerkraut (http://wea-ry-tired.co.uk/last-post/)? And it was a huge
success? During (and after) she’s making bread she’s making sauerkraut again. But not from white cabbage,
no, from red cabbage! That begins with shredding the cabbage (easily done with her new, slightly oversized
cabbage shredder).

Cabbage Shredder

Then she has to kneed the cabbage. Until the cabbage starts releasing it’s fluids. Red cabbage, I said. So all the
fluid that comes out, is... RED. Hands are red, tools are red, there are small particles of red cabbage all over
the place. And it seems that red cabbage is a lot harder to work than white cabbage. It takes her about three
hours before she finally starts filling the fermentation crock. By the time she’s finished with the cabbage, with
making bread (it has to be done), and with cleaning the entire galley, I feel it’s getting colder inside me: the
fire is nearly out. Magda just manages to get it going again.
To be honest, unless red cabbage sauerkraut is way more delicious that white cabbage sauerkraut I don’t think
she will make it again.
Anyway, we will know in about two weeks time.
And what about Icy? Well, it’s kind of icy, all around me. I’m stuck most of the time, frozen in. Not that I have
any plans to go somewhere...

The underworld – 28 January 2018
Today we have the rare opportunity to see a glimpse of the underworld, the part of the canal that is underneath
WRT (and is hidden from view by thick layers of mud).

Stoppage

Locks need maintenance, once every so often, and after 20 or 30 years the lock gates usually need replacement.

New lock gate

The locks on the pictures (Johnson’s Hillock Locks, near Chorley) are closed for maintenance at the moment,
and are open to the public to view.

Dredging might be an idea

We have to see this now. We don’t want to see locks in a state like this while we’re cruising. Because then we
will be going nowhere...

Going nowhere

Is it cold on a boat in winter? – 23 February 2018
Usually my answer to this question is: “No”. But I might have to change this. Because last night I went to
bed with a hot water bottle, the second time, since I moved onto WRT. Weird, because there was no ice in the
marina. Not when I went to bed, and not when I got up.
But you just know when it will be cold later on. It’s when your feet start feeling cold, even with the
temperature in the boat still being 20°C. You put an extra pair of socks on, and when the inside temperature
drops below 17°C before you go to bed, you know: pyjama’s and hot water bottle.
I think this is the most wintery winter so far. We’ve been frozen in, a couple of times.
We’ve had sleet on the 21st of January.

Sleet

Then we had real snow on the 6th of February.

Snow

And two days ago, on the 21st, you only needed a jumper, when you went out in the dark; no fleece, no
woolly hat.
But when I got up this morning it was only 12°C in the boat. Which is flipping cold.
I know, I could (and/or should) have switched the central heating on. But with Lawrance away to Scotland at
the moment, I switched off shore power, and the pump of the central heating runs on 240V.
I don’t really need 240V. I don’t watch TV, and I hardly use my telephone or e-reader. So I charge them on the
12V system as and when the sun puts in more energy than the batteries can take. I don’t use hot water, except
for the dishes, and a kettle on the fire takes care of that, as well as supplying water for coffee. Meals are cooked
on the fire as well, as much as possible; stews just happily boil away all by themselves.
It sounds as, when I left Holland, I also left modern civilization.
Just think of this. Although my ‘house’ could be classed as a bungalow (it’s detached, and single-story) it lacks
all the mod-cons of modern houses. It has no electricity, except for four batteries that are charged either by the
engine, solar panels or a landline. Gas is supplied by means of bottles, water has to be filled up from a tap. It’s
not connected to the sewage system, rubbish is not collected from the front door. Hot water comes from the
engine (or is heated electrical by a so called immersion heater, which takes precious electricity cards; it’s too

energy consuming to run off the batteries). Yes, as I mentioned before, the dwelling has central heating, but
that takes gas to burn, and electricity to run the pump (and both gas and electricity are not unlimited). So it’s
a coal fire that supplies the heath. And no, coal is not unlimited either. It comes in bags of between 20 and 25
kg; and, like the gas bottles, they are heavy. Not to mention the coal dust, everywhere...
To add to the fun, one runs out of the non-unlimited stuff at the most inconvenient moment. Gas: when there
are two loafs of bread in the oven. Electricity: as late at night as possible. Water: in a gale force wind. Coal:
during torrential rain.
And this is one half of the story.
The other half: all the things that I made myself, lately. I’ve mentioned bread in one of my posts, and
sauerkraut, stem ginger and yoghurt. (By the way, the red cabbage sauerkraut was absolutely delicious...)
New to the list of home-made things are bean sprouts and pasta. And a quilt, for extra warmth at night, is also
in the make.
A lot of things I wouldn’t have to make in-house in Holland, because they’re easy to buy in the local shop.
So is this a post full of complaints?
Well, actually it is not. It’s basically great fun to minimize one’s consumption or make your own stuff. And it
saves a lot of money. (Well, a lot...? And do we need to save money...?)
It only takes some planning skills to limit the use of the non-unlimited things. Or to prepare food stuff that
one easily could buy in the supermarket. (Only the bread and the sauerkraut I HAVE to make, whether I want
it or not.)
But water to rinse the bean sprouts will soak the breakfast oats pan as well. Milk mugs can be used for coffee
(without rinsing). Plates can be used twice. Coal scuttles can be filled at daytime, so no use of the well deck
light. E-readers charged around noon, on a sunny day.
OK, at the moment, I do have shore power, because I need to charge the laptop. But that will only cost pennies.
And by the time you read this, WRT will certainly be back on 12V. Preparations for supper will be stewing
on top of the fire, and I will make use of the (free) daylight to make some more homemade custard cream
cookies (no, they don’t taste very well, but they keep forever...).

Made of fiber and love

I’m safe – 24 February 2018 by WRT
Just to let you all know: I’M SAFE (for the next four years, that is). Passed my examination with flying colours!
Well, Magda was told: NOT TO RIP THE ALDE FLUE OUTLET OFF AGAIN!
I’ve told her that as well, but, as per usual, so far she didn’t listen to me...

I don’t have the flu (or is it flue?)

For the non-boaters: every four year a boat needs an safety examination. A bit like a MOT*. They check the
boat to minimise the risk of boat fires, explosions, or pollution. So everybody inside or outside the boat would
be safe. No safety certificate means no licence, and no insurance. And no mooring in the marina.
To be honest, they wouldn’t have to check me. Would I do harm to the people I love? Or to innocent outsiders?
Of course I wouldn’t. But unfortunately these checks are part of the life of a narrowboat.
*MOT = English verion of Dutch APK or German TÜV

Everything is wrong – 9 March 2018
Open a cupboard: wrong cupboard.
Open the cratch cover: wrong side.
Leaving for our annual summer cruise: wrong weather.
(Next to me in bed: wrong man?)
Everything got wrong, since I have a pasta machine, and WRT has a new front fender.
Before I moved on the boat, I got rid of 95%, maybe even 99% of my belongings. But in the mean time I got a
lot of new things. Especially kitchen equipment: a fermentation crock, a cabbage shredder, a pasta machine. So
it was time to reorganise the boat.
All cupboards in galley and bathroom got emptied, stuff out of date got thrown away, and things, not used
since we’re on the boat, went the same way. Then everything went back into the cupboards. But 99% of
the stuff ended up in a different cupboard. Did I fill the cupboards four years ago in a logical way, logic is
totally gone now. Excess kitchen equipment, for example, is now in the bathroom. And because Lawrance put
everything back, it’s more a right-handed kitchen now as well.
The pasta machine is a good addition to the kitchen equipment. Making home-made pasta now is a piece of
cake and it tastes fine. One should (in theory) have a pasta drying rack, like this.

Pasta drying rack

But WRT is a posh boat; she comes with five pasta drying racks built-in already...

Built-in pasta drying rack

I must admit, we’ve got a lot of extra space (more kitchen equipment?), but doing supper involves a lot of
non-repeatable language, at the moment.

Stepping off the boat, straight into the marina, was due to WRT being turned around. She got a beautiful new
(extra) front fender. Now I can safely put her nose against lock doors, without Lawrance screaming: “Go back,
you damage the front fender...!” It was easier for Robbie to sit on the pontoon, to attach the new fender, than
to sit on the water, hence the turn around.

Extra new front fender

Because we’re leaving soon anyway, we thought to leave WRT turned around till then. But it didn’t feel right.
The exit was on the wrong side, the light inside didn’t feel familiar, the side doors (main entrance for heavy,
full shopping bags) on the wrong side. So after one night we turned her around again.
The plans are (were) to leave Saturday the 17th of March. We always say: we’re in the marina in the winter,
which implicates to me that we are cruising during the summer. But it’s far from summer. And I don’t have to
worry about not having pictures with snow for my yearly calendar for the next twenty years.
The weather over the last ten days?
On the 27th of February we woke up with a layer of snow.

First mayor snow this year

It’s beginning to look a lot...

On the 28th we were frozen in. There was a only a tiny bit of snow, and a 60 mph wind, blowing the snow
over the ice in the marina. Inside the boat? When I woke up it was 9°C.

Icy wind

Then the weather improved. On the 7th of March it was absolutely beautiful. Sun, no wind, birds a-singing,
just an absolutely lovely spring day.
One day later? When I woke up, and, as I always do, checked if we were still at the same spot as when I went
to bed, I could only start giggling.

Surprise! Snow!

Snow again! When it finally stopped snowing, we had about 3 inch of the white stuff.

Up to 3 inches of snow

It was so bad, that two tiny birds tried to find shelter on the gunwales of Thistle Dea. They are difficult to see, I
know, but I had to take this picture through the window.

Seeking shelter

We still want to leave around the 17th. But this morning the marina was frozen again. No snow, no wind,
sunny day, but ice means: no-go! So we have to wait and see. Hopefully the spring season will finally take care
of the wrong weather.
So far I don’t know (yet) what will take care of the wrong man (if it is the wrong man)...

To cruise or not to cruise – 17 March 2018
It’s Saturday morning. The sun is shining (through thin clouds), the wind is blowing (30 miles/hr), snow
flakes are falling. Lawrance is watching Saturday Kitchen. I’m on the computer.
Was this not the day we planned to start cruising? Yes, it was. But except from some minor things we have to
deal with, here in the marina, there is a much bigger problem.

Something went wrong

CRT said: As a consequence of an embankment failure the navigation and towpath is closed until further notice. Small words for a big
problem.
For the boats that were moored (well, still are) on this part of the Middlewich Branch.

Still moored

And for us.
Our plans were to head for the Llangollen Canal, to be in Whitchurch sometime around the 18th of April. So
Lawrance could go to Blackpool for his army reunion. That is definitely out of the question. And Lawrance,
who just bought his train ticket, has to try to get his money back.
But we also made arrangements to get WRT out of the water in Swanley Bridge Marina, for blacking and a
bit of painting. That would be in September, while we would be on a hire boat in Scotland. If the breach is
not repaired by then, it means a trip of twenty days at least, in stead of six. And because Lawrance will go to
Portugal, to play golf, just after our holiday in Scotland, the plans were for me to take WRT up to Stockton
Heath, where Lawrance would join me again. I would make Stockton Heath on my own, maybe with a little
help of some friends. It would take me four days, with thirteen locks. But seventeen days, with 100 locks? I
don’t think I have enough friends for that...

Of course I can wait until Lawrance is back from Portugal. But we also have to think of the annual winter
stoppages, usually starting at the beginning of November.
A similar breach, in 2012/2013 at Dutton, on the Trent&Mersey took seven months to repair. That was during
the winter, in the middle of nowhere, and not on an important canal. So I presume that a breach, close to
roads, and on a very popular cruising ring, will be repaired quicker. Hopefully CRT doesn’t find any other,
major problems around the breach.
So, for now, we stay put, and while battered by very strong winds (again), I’ll try to come up with a new
cruising plan.
Pictures of the breach are from the internet. Couldn’t find the name of who took them.

Change of plans – 26 March 2018
Yes, we’ve left the marina. And changed our plans completely. The Llangollen Canal will have to wait till next
year. We will go down the Trent& Mersey. Stop at Stafford Boat Club to enable Lawrance to go to his army
reunion, and replan after that. We have heaps of time to get to Stafford, so we can do the Runcorn Branch of
the Bridgewater Canal. Another canal ticked off.
So far we haven’t seen a lot of boats moving, and people on the towpath of the Runcorn Branch tell us: You’re
the first boat after the winter..

Dead end

The Runcorn Branch is a death end. It used to connect to the Manchester Ship Canal, but where once were
locks, now there is a footpath. The remains of the locks are still visible, though.

Walking in a lock

And at the end of the footpath is the temporary home of the Duke of Bridgewater, where he lived during the
build of the canal.

Bridgewater House

We moor our house next to The Brindley, a theater, just outside the Runcorn Basin.

The Brindley

Don’t let the blue sky fool you. Up to now it has been very cold. No rain, so far, but very windy, and the cold
edge to the wind made most cruising days very cold.

Collapsed – 29 March 2018
Did I say we didn’t have rain, so far? Well, when we leave Runcorn it is raining. Guess who’s on the tiller?
With all that spare time we can afford to stop at the Lion Salt Works. An old ‘salt factory’ turned into a very
interesting museum. Just the kind of things I like. Lawrance stays on the boat. Will he get the flu?
I don’t like the way Lawrance is feeling. I want to be somewhere near a bigger city, in case he really gets sick.
So the next morning I let him stay in bed, and I head for Middlewich. I start early, because the weather forecast
is rain, wind and (again) snow. Luckily Lawrance does feel a bit better.
Before we left the marina I was expecting some paperwork from the Dutch State Pension. It always arrives
around the 16th of March. When I phoned them, they said: No, we NEVER send out the paperwork that early
in the year. Well, it arrived at the 28th...
So, devious as we are, we invited Jo and Marc, who live ‘next door’ to us in the marina, to have a meal with us
in Middlewich... And to visit the breach. And bring me my mail.

To the breach

So here we are, as far as we can go on the Middlewich Branch.

As far as we can go

From the distance we can see the breach.

The breach

The CRT people that are here (to raise funds for the repair), tell us that they expect it to be repaired next
summer. At the moment they can’t do anything: it’s nesting season.
Audlem Flight, here I come...!

Ships that pass in the night* – 5 April 2018
Leaving Middlewich the weather starts getting even worse than before. Now it is cold, and we have rain. The
towpath is very muddy, the locks very hard, and one day, when we decided to call it a day at one o’clock, we
get a deluge, no water proofs would have withstand that.

Deluge

The next day it’s sunny, a bit cold, but later the wind drops and it even gets warm(-ish). Don’t ask who’s on
the tiller...
On this part of the Trent&Mersey most locks are double. No, not for two boats, but there are actually two locks.
You hope hat one will be set for us, but that’s not always the case.
I’m at locks 46. They are not set for us, and a yoghurt pot is going down one lock. In the distance I see another
(narrow)boat, just coming out of the next locks. Having nothing else to do I open the gate of the other lock.
It’s set for them anyway.
It’s a light blue boat, it reminds me of Solitude, Roy and Carol’s boat, who lived next to us in the marina for a
while. Even the woman on the boat is blond, like Carol. And the name of the boat is Solitude... Even Lawrance,
still around the corner, waiting to get into the lock, can hear the screams of joy!

Nice surprise!

We stay in the locks as long as possible, until we see in the distance another boat coming.
We only do one more lock, and moor up at Red Bull Services. Have a drink at the Red Bull pub, and decide to
have a meal there as well.
After a very nice meal the landlord asks us if we want to have desert. My answer: “No, but I would like to have
your curtains.” His answer? “Yes, no problem.”
Roses, in the right colour scheme, matching the cushions I got from Ann. The pub is under new management,
and they want to replace them. I just can’t believe my luck!
What a day!
* I know, ships that pass in the night are not supposed to meet again. I hope we do. But ‘ships that pass in the
day’ is just meaningless.

More unexpected meetings – 14 April 2018 by WRT
Swansong told me he planned to head for London. And I told her she planned to do the Llangollen. But in the
end we meet at Etruria. Best laid plans...
Well, before I meet Swansong, Magda and Lawrance want to tick off another canal. The Caldon Canal. I told
them I’ve been there before, but that didn’t count.
So off we go. To another unexpected meeting: Charlotte, from Willow Boat Painting, waiting for me to leave
Engine Lock.
Both the Caldon Canal, and it’s Leek branch are dead ends. Magda turns around on the Caldon Canal in gale
force winds. Lawrance has to turn around at the end of the Leek branch and reverse a bit, to get me moored
up. Out of mischief I decide not to go forwards anymore, when I’m just a metre away from the bank. So
Lawrance goes into the bank full speed reverse, and isn’t a happy chap. He should not complain. I could have
done that in Harecastle Tunnel.

New speed record

But I could feel Magda was trying to break her previous speed record. Which she did. We managed to get out
in 33 minutes, two minutes faster than last time!
While Lawrance is replacing my gearbox control cable, Magda has a leek before going to Leek to buy a leek.

Giant Tree Trunk

After negotiating the same giant tree trunk as on the way up I’m back at Etruria Museum on the Thursday. And
on the Friday, when Magda gets her windlass belt out of my engine room, plus windlass and gloves I know:
Won’t be long before Swansong is here.

Etruria

As per usual we just can’t stop talking, we have to tell each other so many things. And yes, we do get some
beauty sleep as well (not that we need it). The ones that DO need their beauty sleep, should have had more.
Sleep, I mean, and less alcohol perhaps...

Nothing is written in Stone* – 22 April 2018
As happened before, all the posts, from the moment we left the marina, are written today, and not in Stone,
but in Stafford. There is not enough time to write, when one has to steer the boat, or do the locks, make bread,
make pasta, cook meals... And if there is time, there is no internet connection, or the computer is not charged,
or...
This weekend Lawrance is at his army reunion in Blackpool.
Time for me to write my blog, clean the boat, read books, go to the hair dresser, and the beautician. And do
the lock...

Do the locks?

This could have been written in Stone, though. Because that’s where we stopped, after leaving Etruria. Ian
helped us through 5 of the locks, and because of the nice weather it seemed silly to moor up at two o’clock in
the afternoon. Which we should have done, because just half an hour before mooring up, it’s the usual again.
Heavy rain...
Once again strange things happen. Before we leave Etruria Ian gives me a book to read: Narrow Dog to Wigan
Pier. It’s written by Terry Darlington who happens to live in or near Stone. While we’re in Stone I start reading
the first chapter. He writes about walking the dogs near Aston Lock.
When I get off the boat to do this Aston Lock, the next day, I meet an elderly gentleman. As so many people
I meet do, he asks me where my accent is from. When I say that I’m originally from Holland, he tells me he
would love to go to Maastricht to see André Rieu. When I tell him I’m going to do that in July, he says he
envies me.
He then asks me where I live, and I point to WRT, who’s waiting for the lock to fill. Then he mentions that
there lives a guy in Stone who writes books about narrowboats, and this guy actually took his narrowboat to
France, cruising the canal.
Yes, I know, and he would have a beer in the same pub we had our meal....
Live is full of surprises.
* Stone is the name of a market town in Staffordshire

B3 Day – 14 May 2018
A staggering 101 locks we did, after my last post on this blog. And 75¼ miles. In 12 cruising days. That’s one
lock per 1.34 miles, or 8.42 locks per cruising day. It didn’t leave me much time for doing other things than
steering the boat or doing locks.
So today is B3 day: Bread – Blog – Brow day. Although the bread making has to wait a bit, it’s too cold in the boat,
at the moment.
I calculated while in Stafford, that, at our current speed, we would be in Gloucester in about a week, which
would be 1½ months earlier than planned. So a detour was necessary. A fine chance to tick off some more
canals.
The Stourbridge Canal, for example. Nice canal, nice basin at the end, cheap beer (just over £2) in the local
pub.

Waiting for new zips

And Kinver Canopies, who are based in Stourbridge, put new zips in our cratch cover.
Then the Dudley no 1 Canal. With a lot of locks, but with volunteers, and a family (nanny, aunt and a young
boy and his little sister) who enjoyed going up the locks in a narrowboat.

Part of the flight

Mooring in the basin at the Waterfront was great. An extra day enabled us to go to Merry Hill shopping centre
(for a fly screen for the back), lunch at Wetherspoon’s and supper there as well.

The Water Front with Wetherspoon’s

Listening to the bells later really made my day.
Next canal: Dudley no 2. To Hawne basin, where we had to stay a couple of days because it just was too warm
to cruise.

WRT: always doing things different

But perfect for all fresco suppers...!

The smallest tunnel (Gosty Hill)...

Do we fit?

...and the biggest tunnel (Netherton)...

Yes, we fit!

...took us to Birmingham. The suggestion to moor at the Sea Life Centre was a good one. Save, and relatively
close to a Tesco.

View from the library towards WRT

After visiting the Secret Garden on top of the library we had an early bird supper at Carluccio’s, a drink in The
Brewery, and a jam session in WRT with Barry, who is a morris dancer and plays melodeon.

Our secret garden

Then we pointed WRT’s beautiful nose towards the south. The Worcestershire & Birmingham Canal, which is
famous for it’s Tardebigge Flight. Guess who’s day it was on the tiller? And who had to do the locks? Well, you
probably guessed wrong. It was my day for the locks, but the ground paddles were just way too heavy. So after
two locks I was on the tiller, and Lawrance on the locks. With 36 locks to do we had to find a fast way to work
them. Which was: while I cruise into one lock, Lawrance walks to the next one, to fill the lock and open the
gate. In the mean time I close the gate of ‘my’ lock, drop both gate paddles and jump back on WRT before she
is too far down. Then Lawrance walks back to ‘my’ lock, opens the gates, and drops the paddles while I cruise
into the next lock.
The statistics for the Tardebigge Flight (including the Stoke Locks) certainly alter the figures I gave at the start
of this post: 36 locks, in 4 miles, that’s 9 locks per mile!
And more statistics: for 8557 yards we cruised through tunnels. That’s almost 8 kilometres, of the 121
kilometres we did! In the dark, in the cold. And, mostly, very wet.
Cruising at an average of 2½ miles per hour we spent 2 hours in tunnels. Anybody interested in taking up
canal boating?

At the moment we’re at Tibberton, and WRT is nearly out of the shade. Although it’s always (very) cold in the
morning, with clear skies (again!) it will be hot later on. Time to start making bread, before it gets too hot.
Oh, and the third B? The brows?
I like mine dark, so I started dyeing them myself, once in a while...

On the Severn again – 17 May 2018

We’re on the river Severn again. We leave the beautiful blossom-lined canals, to face the uninteresting banks of
the longest river of the UK.

Blossom-lined canal at Tibberton

It’s hot, the moorings we plan to stop at are full, and we end up in Upton-upon-Severn. After seven hours of
cruising. I had breakfast at 06:15 hrs, and manage to get lunch at 16:15 hrs! And we miss Upton-upon-Severn
Folk Festival by a week. Shit!
We decide to stay another day, so we can visit the village, do shopping and laundry.
Upton-upon-Severn has a very nice Tudor Museum. When I try to find the exit to the garden a women tells
me where to go: IN DUTCH! Back from the garden I have to know: is she Dutch? No, Jo lived in Holland for
17 years, and still speaks perfect Dutch, albeit with a Rotterdam accent. Of course she wants to practice. We
talk about Holland, living on a narrowboat, missing the folk festival... Then Richard, Jo’s partner asks: “Do you
like morris?”
Needless to say that in the evening I end up dancing (two dances) and playing (one dance) in Ripple, a little
village a bit further on the river.

Morris in Ripple

I promise to plan a bit better, next year, and NOT miss the festival.

One of the reasons I don’t like rivers is the danger of flooding. Upton-upon-Severn has now flood gates all
over the place. The village needs it, as the following picture shows.

The visitor moorings are on a floating pontoon, so we would have been safe. But we also would have been
stuck for a while: no room under the bridge.
And in the Tudor Museum I discover a very frightening item:

Pike in flooded Smoke Room

We have a nice meal in the Swan Hotel. I have a Pear and Brie Salad, while Lawrance has Fenders and Mash. I
know, usually this dish is called Bangers and Mash, but the Bangers are so huge, one could use them as fenders,
hence the change of the name.
Oh, and we immortalize WRT on the ceiling beams of the Swan Hotel.

WRT for ever

What a brilliant idea to raise money for charity!

Shoe Twins to Gloucester – 19 May 2018
It’s an easy but boring run to Upper Lode Lock. The lock keeper gets a call, and the lock is ready for us. Beyond
this lock the Severn is semi-tidal. Yes, and?
The lock keeper asks: “Do you know about the tide?”
“Tide? Eh, no. Why?”
It turns out it was spring tide yesterday, so today the tide is a lot higher than normal, and the lock keeper gives
us the advice to moor up at Lower Lode Inn for an hour, as not to cruise against the tide but with the tide.
Tides, currents, can we handle this? Let’s moor up at Lower Lode and rethink things.
We’re cruising against the tide, so Lawrance assumes that there is no need to turn around and moor up facing
the current. Wrong(-ish). We manage to moor up, but we nearly run into an already moored up boat, that
looks faintly familiar.

Lower Lode

When we start apologizing to the couple that are on the boat I realize: I know them. Jo and Keith, who moor
at Saltisford Canal Centre.
First comment from Jo? “We’re shoe twins!”

Shoe Twins

The weather is nice, we’re among nice people, the pub is nearby, so we decide to stay another day.

Tewkesbury Cathedral in the distance

The next day I’m the one to negotiate the slightly tricky entrance to Gloucester Dock.
But I start with collecting a huge log on the bow of WRT, managing to balance it perfectly: it sticks out equally
on both sides, and stays!
It takes the boat hook to get rid of it.

Logs in the river Severn

I said the approach to Gloucester Dock is a bit tricky. That’s because the current (and the river Severn itself)
sweeps across the lock entrance to the right, while we have to go straight, into the lock. But it should not be a
problem. Jo and Keith informed the lock keeper that we are approaching, we phoned him as well, and the lock
should be ready to cruise straight in.
Eh, no, unfortunately, the MV Edward Elgar, the luxury cruiser from English Heritage Cruises, has to go into
the locks before us, so Jo and Keith already ‘hang’ onto the wall before the lock, and I manage to stop WRT
onto the wall, just behind them. And to make matters worse, the small cruiser on the picture has to go in first.

Wall Hangers

We manage (of course) and moor up in the main basin of the Dock.

Dock and Boats

Dock, Cathedral and Boats

Time to get my reward: a trip to Gloucester Cathedral, where six singers make all my (and Lawrances) hair
stand up. After a walk to St. Oswalds Priory and St. Mary’s Gate it’s time for a drink.

Gloucester Cathedral – The Cloisters

Because of the nice weather, and it being Saturday, Dr Foster’s Waterfront Bar & Restaurant is absolutely packed.
Which is not a problem: we have our own seats, so we get our drinks from the bar and sit on our jetty.
We end the day with a meal at Topoly’s with Jo and Keith.
The next day it’s time to visit the four important museums of Gloucester.
First Gloucester Waterways Museum, then Gloucester Soldiers Museum. Interesting? Sort of...
The other two museums are not open on a Sunday, so we have to stay another two days later this week.

Old Dredger built in Holland

Greek on the Dock certainly is open, and we have an excellent meal there.

To Sharpness and back – 22 May 2018
It’s Lawrance on the tiller; and we face 15 swing bridges and one lift bridge. Guess who has to do the bridges?
Wrong! All the bridges have bridge keepers!
Procedure? Red light flashing: bridge keeper has seen us and started the sequence. Green light: go through
bridge.
But first we moor at the Sainsburys Pontoon. There won’t be a Greek on the Dock in Sharpness.
Jo and Keith pass us there, after topping up with water just outside Gloucester Dock.

To Sharpness

Except for this exceptional boat we she all kinds of silly things. A house that looks like a mansion but is just a
bridge keeper’s cottage.

Bridge Keeper’s Mansion

A winding hole for a DFDS ferry.

Want to turn around?

Old barges with unusual loads.

Unusual Load

We turn around just before Sharpness Dock and more up next to two deliberately sunken barges.
In total there are 86 sunken barges (the Purton Hulks), reinforcing the bank between the river Severn and the
Gloucester and Sharpness Canal.

The Severn Conveyor

The next day it is, again, sunny. But I wear jeans, socks, poloshirt, winter jumper, fleece, body warmer, and my
fox over my ears. I’m on the tiller, and I have a head-on gale force wind. It’s flipping cold.
At 14:00 hrs we’re back in Gloucester.
On Tuesday I visit the two museums that were closed on Sunday: the Museum of Gloucester and Gloucester
Life Museum. And the indoor market, where I find a stall with spices and olives.

Need Spices?

I get a sample of garlic olives, not an olive with garlic in the background, but garlic with an olive in the
background.

We end our stay in Gloucester with (again) a meal at The Greek at the Dock.

Yπαίθριος

Birmingham Blues* – 2 June 2018
I checked our time schedule, and found out that we would be in Warwick way too early. So there is a change
of plans. We’re not going on the Avon to Stratford-on-Avon and Warwick.
No, we go back to Worcester, do the Droitwich Canals (tick off), the Tardebigge Flight (again) and go to
Birminhgam (again).
We have quite a variety of moorings: tripled up – single – awkward – without food.

One day we have rain, one day we switch the central heating on.
Lawrance eats Maggots* and Mash in Upton-upon-Severn.
There is heavy rain somewhere, the Severn is on Amber, and the Avon is in flood.
We (well I, with the help of volunteers) do the first locks with side ponds.
Do the Tardebigge Flight again, with someone in front of us who opens a paddle of the next lock so it will
almost be set for us (thank you).
I discover 20,000 unfamiliar living creatures on WRT (ants).
Fuell up at Anglo-Welsh for £0.90 instead of at Black Prince (£1).
Try to visit Cadbury’s but couldn’t get a mooring.

Giraffes?

Moor up at Birmingham Sea Life Centre again, see giraffes, and do shopping at Tesco and visit The Distillery a
couple of times.
*Birmingham Blues: from Out of the Blue – ELO 1977
*Maggots: Of course, the dish is called Faggots and Mash, but my brain immediately reads ‘Maggots’.

Sent to Coventry* – 20 June 2018
We leave Birmingham via the Farmers Bridge Locks. It’s a horrible part of the cut. Lots of debris in the canal,
old ruined buildings alongside (and over) the canal, everything covered in graffiti.

Farmers Bridge Locks

One of the next set of locks, lock 4 of the Aston Locks, is closed as off today, so we have to reroute via the
Digbeth Branch. And the Ashted Tunnel. Which is so small that I take a lot of paint off the hand rails. I manage
to keep the navigation lights on, though.
Was the Birmingham end of the journey horrible, the Fazely end is quite pretty.

Curdworth Locks

When we stop in Polesworth (to visit the brilliant second hand book shop, see Something old, Something new
(18-08-2016) a hire boater approaches me. He wants to buy cookies. Unfortunately for him (and for me) he
thought they were real, so the cookie situation stays as it is.

In Atherstone we meet up (again) with Carol and Roy (see Ships that pass in the Night 05-04-2018). On the
‘menu’: golf, bread, shopping, and a barbecue.

Hazardous life, on a narrowboat

But a couple of days later, on our first mooring on the Ashby Canal, we see the other side of living on a
narrowboat: a fox, on the other side of the canal, in the field.

Fox

Is this an announcement of a boat we will meet later? The boat is named Fox, and on it is an Anglo-Dutch
couple, hence the sign writing (done absolute perfect by Jeannette herself).

And the castles have a Dutch and an English flag

This time we make it all the way to the end of the Ashby Canal.

It’s the end

And while I send Lawrance to do some shopping, I manage to jump on a steam train, and visit a battlefield that
is sign-posted wrong. Better research proved that the battle of Bosworth in 1485 took place a bit more to the
west. But the steam train was on the right track...

Battlefield Line

As last year, the Ashby Canal is different from other canals. Usually a canal has water with some ‘clouds’ of silt.
The Ashby has silt, with some clouds of water. Progress is very slow, and even comes to a complete standstill:
we run out of fuel.
We didn’t want to pay £1 per litre at Black Prince just above the Tardebigge Flight, so only got 50 litres at
Anglo-Welsh (for £0.90 per litre). With the intention to fuel up at Ashby Boats on the Ashby Canal. On the
way back, of course, otherwise we would be too heavy, and thus too deep. But a shallow canal takes a lot of
fuel, so 20 minutes away from Ashby Boats WRT suddenly stops, in the middle of the canal... Luckily it is in
walking distance for Ashby Boats!

Help is coming

On our 57th cruising day we arrive at Coventry Basin.

Coventry Basin

We visit the Transport Museum, the old and new cathedral, and I manage to get a privat tour through the
remains of the Priory Cathedral.

What’s going on here?

We have a couple of drinks and a good meal in the Town Hall Tavern, not knowing (yet) that sometime today
(or tonight) our water hose will get stolen.
*Sent to Coventry – deliberately ignore someone, by not talking to them, avoiding their company, and acting
as if they no longer exist. Victims are treated as though they are completely invisible and inaudible.

Friends of friends, more friends, and André Rieu – 17 July 2018
A stop at Hawkesbury Junction, and a game of golf at Ansty sees us in Braunston.

The ‘Orse at Hawkesbury Junction

We need some supplies from Midland Chandlers, and after that it’s time to go for a drink in the Boathouse. Just
across the canal I spot a boat I’ve seen before. They are friends of our friends Pat and Steven. We’ve met them
on the Llangollen, last year in December. A nice couple, but both of us don’t remember their name. Phoning
Pat is a bit of a hazzle. In order to get a signal I need to climb on one of the tables of the pub, holding onto the
parasol to keep my balance.
And so we meet up with Nina and David. More drinks and a meal follow. As well as the plan to cruise together
for a while, as we’re all going in the same direction.

Cruising companions

Cruising with Nina and David provides us with a lot of fun, delicious meals (some of them home cooked),
and a new drink for me: water kefir.

Pasta Factory*

Water, sugar, a slice of ginger, and water kefir grains, make a very refreshing, fizzy drink. The ‘grains’, actually a
certain type of bacteria, in a membrane, convert the sugar into carbon dioxide and a touch of alcohol, and the
ginger provides food for them. So they grow, and grow, and grow...
This drink comes just at the right moment. It get’s hotter and hotter. Normally I wouldn’t have a lot of choises
for drinks. I don’t drink coffee much after breakfast (otherwise I won’t sleep), don’t like tea (and it’s too hot

for it anyway), milk is too much protein and too much fat, so the only drink is water. Which doesn’t have that
much taste that I can drink litres of it. But with water kefir I can!
After helping Nina and David up the Hatton Flight (Lawrance and David doing the locks, me suppervising
Nina steering the boat in and out locks for the first time) Ann and Mick arrive at Saltisford Canal Centre. More
fun, more delicious meals and more drinks (the ones I already knew).

Ann and André

And on the sixth me and Ann set off to Holland, to see André Rieu. Early starts, hours in a coach, 8000 people
in Maastricht, late nights, and a lot of fun.

Maastricht at night

After using the Cedar Room at Saltisford Canal Centre for determine the final layout of my quilt, and a visit
of Anita, a friend of mine from Holland, we set off with Ann and Mick as cruising companions. First stop is
Leamington Spa. Ann wants to see Leamington Spa.
It’s such a nice town, that we stay another night. See the Carnival Parade (and a car that would fit on a
narrowboat), visit the nice park, drink the spa water (bloody salty), and have a look in every second hand shop
(of which there are a lot in Leamington Spa).

Narrowboat Car?

After a stop at bridge 103, and a delicious barbecue we arrive (again) at Braunston where Ann and Mick turn
left, and we turn right. On our way to Leicester.
*Sounds like the title of a book: Murder at the Pasta Factory?

Dubbel Dutch (again) – 21 July 2018
Just as we set off from Braunston, I get an email from Annemarie. They are on their boat, for a couple of days.
In case we’re in the vicinity...
Their boat, Dubbel Dutch (see Dubbel Dutch 06-08-2016) is in Crick Marina, our next stop. How convenient.
After sharing the Braunston locks with an experienced hire boat crew, we have to do the Watford Locks* on
our own. Well, not really, because there are volunteer lock keepers.

Two volunteer(?) lock keepers

The volunteer on the left of the picture gives me a 10 out of 10 for cruising into this lock, while taking a
picture, without hitting something. Not the last compliment I will get today.
When we get to Crick, there is one space, just after bridge 12, and a lot of gaps further on, after the marina
entrances. All the gaps are too small for us, but if two boats would just move a bit, we would fit easily.
Lawrance is walking on the towpath, I’m steering the boat, and we’re both have a two-way radio.
A friendly request to move one’s boat just a bit, is met with silly stares. So in the end I radio to Lawrance: “Not
a problem, I’ll just reverse back to the bridge.” Which is probably just what these boaters wanted to see. Him
on the towpath, me on the tiller, and what is she going to do? Panic?
So I put WRT in reverse, and cruise all the way back to the bridge. It’s at least half a mile. There is plenty of
water, so I reverse in a straight line, as if I do this on a daily basis.
Getting nearer to the bridge I get compliments from the two boats already moored there. And surprising faces
when I tell them that nobody was willing to move.
After a visit by Christine and Christel (the same ones as last year in Braunston) Martin makes us fuel up in
Crick Marina. And stay next to Dubbel Dutch for the night for free.

Dubbel Dutch and beer

We have fun with the Smits, go out for a meal (they have a car), and leave the next day.
*Red before white – you’re right
White before red – you’re dead

Wrong question – 23 July 2018
When you travel (and live) on a narrowboat you always encounter gongoozlers.

Picture of Foxton Locks taken by a gongoozler

Gongoozlers? And that are? Well, a gongoozler is a person who idly watches activity on the canals of the UK.
Gongoozlers flock locks, gather at canalside pubs, and are always full of questions.
“Are you on holiday?” (There is a Dutch flag on the back.)
“No.”
“Is this your own boat?”
“Yes.”
“How long have you been out cruising?”
“Since March.”
“Where do you live?” (Must be the Dutch accent.)
“On the boat.”
“You don’t have a house?”
“Yes, we have”, (pointing at WRT).
Then awe strikes. It gets silent, while they imagine themselves, living on a thing like WRT.
How small it is. Would they have a TV? (Yes, but only 21 inch, not 60 inch.)
Would they have a bath? (No, just a shower, and no unlimited water!)
Envy is the next emotion.
“You just go anywhere?” (Yes, as long as there is a canal.)
“And you stop whenever you want?” (Yes, unless mooring is not allowed.)
And then they get it all wrong: “Is it cold in winter?”
That is definitely the wrong question. “No, we have a solid fuel stove, and a central heating.”
The right question should be: “Is it hot in summer?”
Yes, it’s flippin’ hot in summers like we have now. Perfect insulation keeps the heat in in winter, as well as in
summer. And once it is 30°C inside, it stays 30°C inside.
Bread rises in 15 minutes, instead of in 45 minutes, cookies in a jar just melt, and we sleep in a sauna.
When we cruise we spend a fortune on sun cream (factor 50, of course). We fight with other boaters over a
mooring with some sort of shadow. And have to deal with all these stupid questions of all these gongoozlers.

Living on a narrowboat in summer is absolutely horrible.

Picture of Foxton Lock taken by a boater

As per usual – 24 July 2018
A staggering 211 locks we did, after my last post on this blog. And 308 miles. In 38 cruising days. Yes, you
guessed right. All the posts after the 14th of May and today are... written today.
The amount of locks were a bit less this time: one lock per 1.45 miles (instead of one per 1.34 miles),
and only 5.55 locks per cruising day (instead of 8.42 locks per cruising day). But we had an added extra:
tropical temperatures. Only six days out of the 38 had some rain. All the others had blue skies and very high
temperatures.
We’re just below Foxton Locks at the moment.

Welford wharf

After spending a night at the end of the Welford arm, we first moored before the top lock, but there was no
shade whatsoever. So after visiting the Boiler House, and gongoozling the locks, we started the engine again
and went down the locks, in search of a mooring under the trees. My herb garden has died ages ago, WRT is
covered in dust (again), and we’ve already spend a fortune on sun cream. I’m not really complaining, but...
Tomorrow we will set off towards Market Harborough. The weather doesn’t seem to change soon. Hopefully
there will be enough water in the canals.
*I’ll try to write stories on paper first instead of having to start up the computer. Maybe that will improve the
amount and frequency of posts a bit...

Amaizing* – 28 July 2018
About half a mile from where we are moored is a green field, You can’t discern it from here, but it’s maize.
Ever been in a maize field? Except for doing things only satellites and God can see? Things that neither God or
the farmer would approve off? (Or your parents, that is...)
Well, here is a picture of WRT, taken from inside that maize field. Me and Lawrance actually paid for going into
that field, and no, we didn’t do things we should not do.

WRT from inside the ma(i)ze

We’re in an amazing maze in the maize. Wistow Maze, to be precise. Build every year, and every year it has a
different lay-out. This year the maze has three miles of paths, in the shape of an ambulance. To commemorate
the 70th birthday of the NHS.

NHS Maze

Hidden in the maize are twelve quiz boards, with a multiple choice question about first aid.
After paying our entrance fee we are allowed to chose a map. One has all the quiz boards marked up. So you
only have to walk to the boards. The other map is just a map of the maze, and you have to find the boards
yourself. Needles to say that I opt for the last one. The real challenge.
So we walk more or less the entire three miles. Find all the boards, and get all the answers to the questions
right as well.

High enough

The maze is open (i.e. the maize is high enough) from around the 20th of July. It closes at the end of
September, when the maize of the maze is converted to animal food.
If you’re ever on the Leicester Branch of the Grand Union in summer, moor up at bridge 79 and visit the
Ama(i)zing Ma(i)ze in the Ma(i)ze. It’s worthwhile.
Opposite the maze is Wistow Rural Centre, with a cafe/bistro, garden centre, shops. And a model village,
complete with train and a canal! It even has locks, and a narrowboat in the canal.

Lack of water

Unfortunately, like a lot of the canals at this moment, there is no water in the canal in the model village.
Although... There might be right now.
WE HAVE RAIN.

RAIN!

And thunder, and strong winds. It’s so bad we even decide not to move today!
And it get’s cold. During the last month I considered 27°C in the boat a nice cool temperature, at 22:00 hrs,

when I usually go to bed. Because most of the time it was 30°C. Tonight it is only 20°C. No surprise then that I
will sleep till 7:30 hrs, the next morning.
The rain we have so far doesn’t really increase the water level of the Grand Union around here. On the
contrary. We will loose another four inches during the night. So when we move tomorrow the lack of water,
and all the reeds and water plants will still cause to overheat everything: the engine, the batteries, and possible
Lawrance’s temper as well.
*I do know how to spell amazing correctly...

Up, up But... – 31 July 2018
...not away.
Well, the first half an hour, yes. I manage to get my crew ready early, so after a 9:15 hrs start we do a lock and
three bridges.
Then just before lock 32, it all comes to a stop.

Stop

Lawrance wants me to squeeze WRT through (and rip the cratch cover, scratch the windows and take half the
paint of the hull). I says: “No.”
“For once, do as you’re told!”
“No.”

Plants on the gas locker?

Instead I give him a pin and the hammer and ask him to put the middle line on. We are lucky, despite all the
greenery on and next to the bank we can just get off the boat.
I phone CRT. The woman who answers the phone tries to put me through to the local branch. No one there.
When she takes the call back she promises me they will phone me as soon as possible. So we wait.
I see WRT move a bit. Must be a boat in the lock behind us. With all the greenery they can only moor up well
behind us. So we tell them, and explain the situation.

Difficult to moor

Twenty minutes after my call to CRT the woman phones me back.
“Are you still stuck?”
“Yes” (silly question)
“I’ll inform the supervisor.”
Ten minutes later: “I informed the supervisor, and a team is on it’s way.”
Half an hour later two CRT guys show up. Not with tools, but with a phone. They take numerous pictures...
and contract a contractor.
When they finally leave there are two boats on the other side as well. One is a share boat, that has to be back at
base today! It’s eleven o’clock.
We wait. I have lunch. Lawrance goes to the village to get a newspaper for him and Alan (on the boat behind
us). I collect blackberries, Lawrance checks the gearbox and Cath, Alan’s wife goes to Tesco.
In the mean time two more boats show up, one at each side of the stoppage. On one of them boats, Adam has
a drone. So now you can stop wondering if I have learned to fly. Brilliant, such a drone...

With a huge crowd present, at two o’clock help arrives. Two young, strong tree surgeons, with tools, and a
boat.

With tools and a boat

They were working about a mile away from us, but had to go back to their base in Sutton-in-Ashfield to get a
boat. Which is about 1 hour and 15 minutes driving. One way!

Start of the removal

They start taking the tree apart. It becomes clear to us, spectators, that cutting the branches is not the problem.
It’s getting the cut branches out of the way, on the opposite bank.

Halfways

Lots of spectators

Mind you, they have heaps of people watching them, and it is warm again as well. But they do a perfect job.
Especially when we provide them with a cup of coffee.

Coffee break

Checking the weed hatch

It takes them almost three hours to get the canal cleared. The nearest boats ‘pay’ them with cans and bottles of
beer, and we all give them a huge applause.

Tree gone

By five o’clock we’re on our way. But as we are all shattered from all the hard work we had to watch, three of
us decide not to go all the way to Leicester.

Two of the three at Glen Parva

We do one more lock and stop at Glen Parva. We need a drink. And we are too tired to do any cooking. So it’s
two-for-one at Glen Parva Manor House.
Oh, the joys of boating! An 8¼ hour day, in which we do 1½ mile and three locks.

A King, Terry Pratchett, Oliver Cromwell, Steam Trains and Chop Sticks – 6 August
2018
No water? No narrowboats? History? Literature? Cooking?
What happened to this weblog?
Don’t worry, WE have lots of water. And we still cruise on WRT.
The title just sums up the last week.
Probably due to the fact that there was no boats coming down the locks because of the fallen tree, there is
hardly any water in the canal close to Leicester. Not that we have a problem as such. It’s just the boats in front
of us, or oncoming, that are deep and are going nowhere.

Not enough water

The King, mentioned in the title is Richard III, the one who couldn’t be bothered to follow the signs all the
way to his battlefield near Market Bosworth, and fought his battle at the wrong place (see http://wea-ry-tired.
co.uk/sent-to-coventry-20-june-2018/). Maybe that’s why he ended up under a council car park for nearly
500 years. We see his tomb in Leicester Cathedral.
I’m not entirely sure if I like Leicester. The moorings are fine. Tesco is very close. And the remains of the
medieval city, close to these Castle Gardens Moorings, are nice.

Castle Garden Moorings

Newarke Houses Museum is interesting, as is New Walk, the tree-lined, 200 year old, pedestrian lane that leads
to the New Walk Museum and Art Gallery.

New Walk

The museum is a waste of time, and full of kids.
The INDOOR market is mostly OPEN, and doesn’t even have spices and herbs. The Guild Hall is kind of
interesting, but hard to visit: it’s filled with three layers of kids.
I do like the street lights in Leicester, though.

Our next stop is Syston, where Terry Pratchett suddenly pops up. No, not Terry himself, but a wrapped boat
with scenes that remind me of his books. When I see a row of Nac Mac Feegles (Wee Free Men) on the top
box I know I’m right.

Nac Mac Feegles

The owners are huge fans.
We’re moored at the The hope & Anchor. As per usual there are lots of gongoozlers. This time I get a question I
never had before: “Does she have a reverse?”
With the Terry Pratchett fans, and all the local boaters, we have a nice night.

Oliver Cromwell appears at our next stop: Loughborough*. Again, not the man himself, but the 70013 Oliver
Cromwell, a BR Standard Class 7 4-6-2 steam locomotive, built at Crewe Works in 1951.

In Loughborough is the main station of the Great Central Railway. A double line railway with heaps of
(working) steamlocomotives, and a festival, just now we’re here. Reason? Next weekend it is fifty years ago
that steam locomotives were last used pulling regular trains. The Oliver Cromwell was one of them.

I ride steam trains

So while Lawrance does the laundry, I ride steam trains. Unfortunately, after three pictures the battery of my
camera decides to be empty, so I have to take pictures with my phone...
It is still hot. Too hot to cook.

The Basin

Luckily there is a restaurant, right at the basin in Loughborough. It’s a Chinese/Japanese/Thai restaurant; very
popular, because it is good and cheap. I decide to try a Ramen. Beansprouts, stir fried mixed veggies and tofu,
served with buckwheat noodles. To be eaten with chop sticks. We both ask for a knife and fork, but I manage to
eat everything with my chopsticks, although it is 19 years ago when I was in China for a month and had to use
chopsticks every day because they didn’t have anything else...

I write all this, moored up at Trent Lock.

Trent Lock

A place where some, so called, continuous cruisers spend half their cruising year. Oh, they think they have a
good excuse: the Trent is in flood.
I don’t know. The Trent is calm as a mill pond...

Trent Junction Mill Pond

*Loughborough is pronounced Luff-burra, by the way.

A Canal Too Far – 7 August 2018 by WRT
It’s quarter to ten in the morning. They did the daily checks. My engine is warmed up (not that the engine got
any cold, last night). Fenders are on the roof.
Off we go. To tick off another canal: the Erewash Canal. It’s even a new canal for me!
I’m quite happy to start off with.
Then, after a couple of yards I sense trouble. Yes, there is water underneath the whole of me. But that will be
the only positive thing for the rest of the cruising day. Oh, no, there is one thing more: lot’s of blackberries...!
Other than that there is too many of all kinds of negative things.
After 15 minutes I force Lawrance (he’s on the tiller, today) to stop. My prop is covered in something. It looks
like tumbleweed to me. But a water tumbleweed. It tumbles through the water, and the canal (and at the
moment my prop) is full of it.
I heard a boater call it mattress weed, but I think that looks different. Unless it’s the roots of the weed.
Whatever it is, I don’t like it.
Nor ALL the yellow water lilies, and ALL the green ‘hair’. I feel like I’m in an overgrown village pond.
And I thought the Leicester Branch was bad?

Green hair and yellow water lilies

At the so-called S-bend, at bridge 3, all the sudden I hear someone shout: “Caution! You should not be in this
area! LEAVE NOW!”
What does he think? I can step out of the water, walk on the towpath to the bus stop and take the next bus
back to Trent Lock?
And again: “Caution! You should not be in this area! LEAVE NOW!”
By the time the tape starts again, I’m almost out of earshot.
At the first lock we encounter the next problem. Everything on the lock is locked. To open with the watermate
key. And not, like anywhere else, by putting the key in the hole and turn it a bit. No, all the anti-vandal locks
have to be unscrewed. And, of course, rescrewed after use.

First lock: managed!

Magda, the unlocky of the day, JUST manages to do the first lock, hardly manages to do the second lock, and
needs lots of help to do the third lock. No, not to turn a key, to close the bloody gates!
By then, Magda and Lawrance already have made the right decision: to the first winding hole, and back to Trent
Lock.

Erewash Canal: on the way back

It’s nice to tick off a canal, but this is ridiculous. Too much greens and browns (the tumbleweed). Too shallow.
Too tricky to moor in Ilkeston, because it’s holiday season, and the youngsters are out en mass. Locks are too
heavy. And besides all this: I think it’s way too hot.
So, after Sandiacre Lock, Lawrance turns me around at the junction with the Derby Canal, and does the two
locks on the way back to Trent Lock. Magda is steering me into the locks.

Back at Trent Lock

I struggle back to Trent Lock. What a waste of 4½ hours, diesel, and wear and tear of the crew and me.
Can we go back on the river Soar, please?

Go Windlass? – 11 August 2018
After about half a mile on the fast amount of water that is the river Trent we enter the Trent&Mersey Canal.

End of the Trent

The Trent&Mersey goes all the way to Preston Brook. Heaps of days of cruising... but only 93 miles. Kind of
around the corner?

Start of the T&M

We pass a famous place on the Cut: Shardlow, with its Clock Warehouse.

Clock warehouse

Fradley Junction, two days later. The most famous junction on the Cut. It’s busy, and the only place to moor
is the most gloomy spot. And I have to reverse from the other side of the canal, because by mooring there we
would occupy half the lock landing.
While reversing I spot a guy I’m sure I’ve seen before: Barry. Instead of keep on walking and catching my
middle rope he turns around and lets me struggle (nae, not really...)
After hugs and kisses he tells us he’s moored three locks further on, and he will tell us as and when there is
space there.
Nine o’clock the next morning he knocks on the boat: a space. So I ‘knock’ Lawrance out of bed, saying: “Have
a cup of tea, and do three locks for me, please.”

The space Barry was talking about, by then, is long gone, but there is a guy on a moored boat which seems to
be ready to leave. So I wait a bit, and we moor at the most sunny spot in Fradley (and the one with the most
wasps!)
Next morning, while having a cigarette in the well deck, a dog nearly jumps on WRT. The guy that’s walking it
says: “Come on, Ghost, that’s not our boat!”
I wonder. How many dogs are called Ghost, and how many of them will be living on a boat?
So when the guy comes back I ask him: “Are you by any chance called Brian?”
He is. We met him two years ago in Lowsonford, on the Stratford Canal.
In our conversation about where we’ve been so far, and the sometimes heavy locks, the word windlass gets
mentioned. He tells me he has one of those new ratchet windlasses. He shows it, I try it and decide: I want one
of them.
But I will need a different holster for it. So I email Dave, who made my current holster. He says he will order
such a windlass and design something.
Fast forward to 14 August 2018.
We moor up in Coven, after just passing Dave.The next morning I take a walk to his boat.
An hour later I am the proud owner of a ratchet windlass and an addition to my holster.
Nothing happens without a reason...
Lock paddles will be a lot easier from now on. Only have to find a way to deal with heavy lock gates!

Intermezzo – 14 August 2018
We’re on the move almost every second day. We’ve cruised 86 days so far, this year.
So when we find out that Pat and Stephen are close by, we decide to spend a few days with them.

Misty Morning in Salt

Five days we are in Salt (we will be cured by now, I presume, but edible???).
It gives me time to finally make covers for my kefir jars, to replace the piece of kitchen roll and an elastic band.

Kefir Jar Covers

I can make bread, work on my quilt, and go shopping the easy way: Pat and Stephen have their car parked
here. We spend hours sitting on the tow path, watching trains go by (and not go by during the entire
weekend).
A nice break before heading towards Swanley Bridge Marina.

Imagine – 1 September 2018
Today would (or should) have been my wedding anniversary.
Today thirty five years ago I had to marry

No, it’s not what you think right now. I wasn’t pregnant, no way. Kids were not part of my career planning.
Although I must admit, looking at this picture...?!
It was my legal entry to the US.
As just ‘a girlfriend’ I would have had to leave after three months. As ‘an engineer’s wife’ I could stay in the US
as long as my husband had to work there.
Thirty five years ago...
My thoughts are going back to that day. The vintage car, the ceremony, the guests, the ‘party’ later on.
And I think of the future I then thought I had.
Then my mind wanders off.
Just imagine there would have been an extra guest. One that was not invited. The Future Fairy.

The guests

What would my reaction have been when suddenly she would have told me:
“Dear Magda. In thirty five years you will live on a boat in the UK. Together with an ex-lorry driver. Being
more or less retired.”
I probably would have told her: “You’re nuts!”
Especially if she would have added: “But you will still have your wedding dress. Dyed green, though!
Just imagine...!

I did it! – 9 September 2018
Around 32,443 stitches.
More than 81 metres.
Exactly 54 blocks.
Around 25 different fabrics.
Over 20 years.
Nine rows.
Six columns.
Two hands.
One quilt.

One quilt

Can’t resist – 12 September 2018
I’m very proud of myself. Today I managed to make a bung* that matches the quilt.
I just have to show it...!

Matching Bung

*Bung: a stopper, especially in the bunghole of a cask; or, in canal terms: a porthole stopper.

Single handed again – 1 October 2018
While Lawrance is loosing balls and teeths in Portugal (and probably winning himself a Jester’s hat) me and
WRT are starting to head home before the winter stoppages begin.
I know, we’ve been out on our own before (see Girl’s weekend out 01-05-2017), but that was on the Leeds
& Liverpool Canal. A canal with almost ocean-like proportions, where even novices can hardly do something
wrong.
No, now we’re on the proper canals. Narrow canals, with narrow bridges and, even more important, locks.
Narrow locks, of course.
And we’re freshly blacked and touched up. Well, WRT is. I’m still blondish, and battered.
Although I’m sure I will manage to do the 60-odd miles and 44 locks, I think it’s wise to do a single handing
course first.
With Linda from Cheshire Cat living just around the corner from Swanley Bridge Marina it’s an easy choice.
With a double result. While she teaches me how to deal with the lack of hands and strength, and how to do
locks, she can get me through the always horrible Hurleston Locks. All the way to Audlem. By then I also have
some new rope handling skills (replacing the trucker’s knots with proper boatman’s knots).

Audlem Visitor Moorings

For the next day I booked two ‘volunteers’. Pat and Stephen, who will help me through the rest of the Audlem
Flight and the five Adderley Locks.
It’s the coldest day so far. They have to scrape the ice off the car windows!

‘Volunteer’?

One hour and forty-five minutes sees us to Audlem top locks, and another hour and I’m through the Adderley
Locks as well.
For the third day I have booked a real CRT-volunteer. To get me through the Tyrley Locks. Locks in a gloomy
setting, and with notorious bywashes.

Waiting for the CRT volunteer

After that me and WRT are really on our own. But, as per usual when Lawrance is not on the boat for a while,
the weather is gorgeous, so with having no locks until Wheaton Aston me and WRT happily trundle along. In
summer clothes.

At Wheaton Aston, after fuelling up

Happy boating!

A remarkable Lock – 2 October 2018
Wheaton Aston lock. An ordinary Shroppie lock.

The lock in the distance

Although I slept well, I’m still a bit anxious. Linda gave me the confidence, but this is the first lock I will do
TOTALLY ON MY OWN!
As per usual I start early. This enables me to do the lock without gongoozlers, or other boats. So I can make a
right fool of myself, if I want to.
The lock is set for me. So I moor WRT at the beginning of the lock landing, thus being able to get some speed
to cruise through the bywash.
I open the lock gates the way Pat showed me: stand on one lock gate and push the other gate open with my
foot. Perfect, thank you, Pat.
The bywash turns out not to be fierce, and easily WRT glides into the lock.
Gates closed I start the procedure. By opening the gates slowly WRT rises up without going all over the lock.
Brilliant!
Just before the lock is completely filled I spot this Viking Afloat holiday boat coming towards me. Great! That
means that I can leave the gate open. Saves me mooring up.
But... I can’t open the lock gate. It’s stuck, or just too heavy. Even with the help of WRT the gate stays closed.
In the mean time the hire boat is at the lock landing. The guy gets off, middle rope in his hands. And watches
me struggle... He doesn’t seem to realize that if he doesn’t give me a hand WRT will not get out of the lock,
they won’t be able to get into the lock, and we all will stay where we are, till the end of the world.
So I shout: “Could you give me a hand, please?”
Out of the boat comes this elderly woman (about my age?), dressed in very light blue pyjama’s (?). She is
barrel shaped. No, not the size the real ales come in nowadays, but the old style barrels. Of a size, if you would
make a table out of the barrel it would easily sit six people.
She takes one step off the boat and, lo and behold, falls. Face down in the mud and the wet grass, shoes flying
all over the place.
One of the bollards at the lock landing must have its lucky day: she just misses it.
But she doesn’t move a limb after falling down. Oh, me... why did I ask for help?
In the end the guy fastens his middle rope to a bollard, looks at his wife, and helps me to open the lock gate.
Of course I moor up behind them, as soon as I’m out of the lock. To see if I can do anything.
She can’t get up. Not because she’s injured, no, it’s because of her size. So she slowly crawls, on her belly, back
onto the cruiser stern deck. Luckily she still smiles.

I thank them for their help, ask again if she is alright, and then I move on.
No, I don’t think I will ever forget the very first lock I had to do on my own!
PS Needles to mention that, minutes later, someone decides to water my herb garden. And yes, this time I had
my water proofs at hand.
Oh, the joys of boating!

Halcyon Days* – 5 October 2018
I did it! I just arrived at Stafford Boat Club, after nine days of cruising, doing 61.5 miles and 44 locks. This was
the last of my single handed cruising days.

At Stafford Boat Club

What puzzles me at the moment, though, is that it took me 30¼ hours on my own, while in 2016 it took us
34½ hours, and earlier this year, 33½ hours.
Did I like it? I certainly did!
I could do the things the way I want them to do. Stay at the front of the locks, thus avoiding catching the cill
when going down, or get the rudder stuck when going up. Well, Linda told me that was the proper way to do
anyway. And the new front fender does exactly what it is supposed to do: fend the boat off the lock gates.
I could do things when I wanted them to do. Like starting at 07:30 hrs, when the wind is still asleep. And
moor up when everybody else starts cruising. Plenty of mooring space, and me ready for lunch.
What I didn’t like? Having to do all the things every day. With Lawrance on the boat it’s a matter of one day on
– one day off. One day daily checks and tiller, next day off. OK, that next day I would have to do the locks, of
course.
One day doing the cooking, the next day doing the dishes.
But I assume that, if I was on my own all the time, I would cruise one day and stay put the next day.. Not that
this would solve the cooking/dishes chores...
I found out that single handed boating is a very alphabetical thing.
F before R – Take the fenders off before you take the ropes off. Otherwise you start cruising and the first thing
you notice is the one fender that’s still on. And cruising with fenders on is bad practice.
G before P – Open the lock gates before you lower the paddles. Otherwise you climb down the ladder, jump
on the stern deck, put the throttle in forward gear... and realize that you forgot to open one gate. (Climb back
on the roof, climb on the ladder, open the gate, climb down the ladder, jump on the stern deck...)
Bad practice, because the roof is wet and slippery, the ladder is wet, slippery and very awkward. And one isn’t
the youngest anymore either.
P before S – Have a pee before you start. I know (thank Ian for the tip) that I can stop under a bridge, without
WRT drifting off, to get my water proofs that are in a unreachable place. But using a stop like that to go to the
toilet? No, that is still a bridge too far.
I never found a way to remember to put the tiller to the side when WRT is in a lock an I’m off the boat. Any
suggestions are welcome!

Of course I was extremely lucky with the weather. No strong winds. Except for when I had to get out of
Swanley Bridge Marina. I actually had to wait until after supper, when the wind got a bit less.

Managed to get out of the marina

Other than that, it always got windier after I had moored up for the night.
But it was a bit too hot. It’s October, so it is a bit chilly in the morning. Hence the thermals every day. So at
every lock some clothes end up on the engine room floor. And by the time I moor up it’s over 20°C again.

After mooring up – Acton Trussel

What I found the hardest, doing single handed cruising? Mooring up.
I would either put the middle rope on a ring, or on a nappy pin (that I attached to the middle rope every day
before I started).
That middle rope needs to be tight, because as soon as you try to moor up, at least ten boats will approach
from all directions. Mostly (too) fast going holiday boats, or old deep drafted boats.
If there are rings WRT is usually too long to fit. It’s a matter of mooring up with a single line. So temporary
single line on the back, loosen middle rope a bit, temporary single line on the front (hold on to the middle
line because another boat is coming screaming past), loosen front rope a bit, pull WRT back (to have enough
rope on the back to moor up properly) etc. etc.

One ring – one chain – Gailey

Running 20,000 times up and down a 60ft boat is quite a distance. Especially when your body realizes that
you are going to stop, and immediately decides to fill a bladder to the rim, instead of waiting ten minutes.

So then, would I do it again? Would I encourage Lawrance to go on golfing trips more often?
Yes, I certainly would. I had so much fun. I just could not stop smiling, trying to get out of a lock with one
gate still closed. And seeing an old woman running umpteen times from front to back of the boat, trying to
pull eighteen ton, that must have been absolutely funny..
The past nine days also reminded me of when I travelled through Australia for two months on my own. When
on your own and doing something other people don’t do, everybody starts talking to you.. “Are you on your
own? Where are you from? Do you like it?”
“OK, if you would be so kind and close the lock gates, I will jump back on the boat, and start moving again. I still have to do some miles and
locks today, you know.Thank you for your help. Have a nice day!”
*Halcyon Days
1 – Period of calm weather, when storms do not occur..
2 – A past period that is being remembered for being happy and/or successful

Statistics – 25 October 2018
Well, that’s us back in the marina.
We spent our last night out at the Fishes.
In fact, I should say last nights, because with 40 miles/hour winds it’s pointless to go to the marina, and moor
up outside…

At The Fishes

So it’s time for the usual (boring?) statistics. I know, it’s not the end of the year, yet. But we’ll only go from the
marina to The New Scarisbrick Arms twice, and to The Ship Inn once, so that will hardly add anything. Well,
three days out, three days cruising, and 21 miles. Weather permitting, of course.
First this year’s map.

Cruising 2018

Green indicates the days that I’ve been cruising on my own, when Lawrance was in Portugal.
Unfortunately the Scottish canals are not on my basis map, so the insert looks a bit different.

Now the numbers.

Days out
Days cruising
Hours cruising
Miles
Locks
Bridges
Cruising every
Hours per day
Miles per day
Locks per day
Bridges per day
Longest day
Shortest day

2018
218
126
481
958
653
56
1.73 day
3.34
4.39
5.18
0.44

Magda

Lawrance

270.5
515
230

210.5
443
423

2017
152
114
388
755
334
54
1.65
3.63
4.31
3.39
0.20

2016
159
85
356
585
509
29
1.87
4.13
3.68
5.99
0.34

7 hours
Tibberton – Upton-on-Severn
45 minutes Swanley Bridge Marina – Hurleston Top Lock

So we were away a lot longer than in 2017 and 2016 (because there were no stoppages on the Bridgewater
Canal). We cruised a lot more hours, and covered a lot more miles. But we seem to get lazy: again we did less
cruising hours per day.
This year the shortest day was longer and the longest day shorter.
Other than all this I haven’t a clue if there is a patern....

On the Edinburgh By-Pass by WRT – 25 October 2018
I’m just reading the new posts she put on the weblog, and I have the feeling she left out an important part of
the cruising. So it is up to me to fill in the gaps.
After spending some days with Pat and Stephen in Salt, they start cruising back to the Staffs&Worcs. And
after that they turn onto the Shroppie. Weird, because the Shroppie at the moment is a dead end, with the
Middlewich Branch breach not yet repaired.
I suddenly get a feeling of déjà vu...
Guess where I end up? Exactly, in Swanley Bridge Marina. And what happened in Swanley Bridge Marina in
March 2016? Exactly, I was taken out off the water (see http://wea-ry-tired.co.uk/i-fg-knew-it/).
At first nothing happens to me. They meet up with friends for a night out.

With friends at The Cotton Arms in Wrenbury

Magda attends an Open Mic Night in the marina.

Encouraged by the marina staff, she comes back to the boat, grabs her melodeon, and becomes the first
melodeon player ever at the Open Mic nights.
(Thanks, Andy, for sending her the poster, and for encouraging (forcing?) her to play...!)
And on the 17th of September they leave. As I later find out, to cruise the Union Canal in Scotland on hire boat
Patsy, together with Ann, Mick and the two dogs. Don’t think their trip went completely to plan.
The first day they have to spend at the hire boat base. Storm Ali is battering the country, and makes cruising
impossible. The Falkirk Wheel is closed for the day.

Stuck for the day

They are not able to go to The Kelpies because a hire boat has damaged one of the locks and the Scottish CRT
has closed the Forth&Clyde Canal.

The Kelpies earlier this year

They can’t go to Glasgow, because two lift bridges are out of order..
They have to squeeze through and under fallen trees.

No problem on a hire boat

But they have delicious meals...

In-house meal

... celebrate someone’s birthday...

Guess who

... are on the Edinburgh By-pass (but not as they know it)...

On the Edinburgh By-pass

... and enjoy every moment of the trip.

Back on the Wheel

And what happens to me? Well, I am taken out off the water.
I get blacked, touched up, get new (proper) fenders.
Ready for the long way home.

Everyone gets to be young once – 22 December 2018
Your turn’s over.
That was on one of my birthday cards. From people here in the marina, who call themselves our friends.
It kind of tells you what life is for me, in the marina. But saying that, at least they gave me a birthday card.
Because I’m not on Facebook, most people don’t even know or remember my birthday, so I hardly get any
cards. Time to introduce a real Dutch thing: a birthday calendar?

My birthday feels like a long time ago. It was a nice day, with a nice cruise to the New Scarisbrick Arms with
selected people. All who were invited and have a boat managed to get there by boat. Of course it would never
have been a problem for the motorhome dwellers to negotiate the weather. But the weather was fine.

What’s in a name

As a birthday treat Ann took me on a mystery tour to Manchester by train. We visited the Christmas Market,
had look at the canal moorings in the city centre and ended up seeing Kinky Boots, the musical, in the
Manchester Opera House.

The weather was not so fine on the Christmas Dinner cruise. We just went by minibus. There was about a
five minutes window with less wind on the Saturday. One boat went out, hit the exit and damaged the cratch
window. Minibus was the right decision.

Breakfast Cruise

Although the weather was fine during the breakfast cruise with the Boaters Club in October, we did have
some horrible weather, lately. One night our life belt got blown off the boat. It’s attached to the boat with a
(crocheted) rope. So it didn’t completely disappear. It has just enough rope to get to... right next to where my
pillow is. But the weather was so bad I rather endured the bang - bang than getting dressed and go outside to put
it back in place.

Christmas Dinner 2018

We have all our Christmas lights on now. Our old, white lights stopped working, so Lawrance bought these
wonderful red and green lights. Exactly matching the colours of WRT. But before I even had a chance to take a
picture of WRT and her new lights another storm hit and half the green lights were gone. And since it was very
close to Christmas (well, for UK people) the only new ones Lawrance could buy were PINK! But I must admit:
it still looks festive.

Pink?

And Santa is on the gas locker, as every year. Properly tied to the boat (and the power cable taken out when
hurricane winds are forecast).

He’s not supposed to go for a swim

OK, but is that all that happened between today and the post in October? No, of course not. But everything else
is mostly the usual. Yoga, golf, gym, out for supper once a week, cook meals, make bread, plan menus and do
shopping, look after the fire, keep the boat tidy, read, do sudoku’s, do crochet.
I decided to try to sell cabin lace, via Ruth of Chamberlain Carrying Company. She makes and sells canal
art, and now she can sell cabin lace as well, if someone asks for it. But she needs examples for what can be
crocheted, which involved finding patterns, ordering the right kind of very thin yarn on the internet, and
make heaps of samples.
And I had the silly idea to cook supper for Ann and Mick every other week, cooking something I had never
made before. Which involves long hours on the (currently) not so fast internet to find out what to cook, and
how to cook it. But I must admit, I made two very delicious three course meals...!
And another of my silly ideas: going ice skating. There is an ice rink in Southport, during the festive period.
It’s very small for long distance skaters like me; one can only go around in (small) circles. And the so called
speed skates I’m on have absolutely no resemblance with what we call speed skates. But the rink being small
means that there is a fence to hold onto while going round. Or to use to get up again, when things go wrong.
Considering the fact that it was between 25 and 45 years ago the three of us were last ice skating we did pretty
well. Only Lawrance managed to come in close contact with the ice three times.

Oldies on skates. Idiots!

It looks like I only had silly ideas. Another one: showing Lawrance, Ann and Mick how to play Mahjong. I used
to play that while living on the campus of the university in Enschede. Which is ages ago. So before we even
could start playing I was on the internet, trying to remember the rules, and the scoring.

Mahjong

And my last (but not least) silly idea? Since I live in the UK I’ve always wanted to knit a Dutch jumper, but
I never saw a pattern for it. Annemarie of Dubbel Dutch found and sent me one. Out came the computer, to
search for cotton yarn in the right colours. That ordered, and the knitting needles dug out of the cellar of the
boat, that’s me knitting again. For the first time in 25 years. I didn’t remember how to knit purl (averechts), or
how to start, but at the moment I’m up to where the sleeves will be.
It’s getting very close to Christmas and a new year, now. I’m ready for it. Next year’s calendar is made.

Christmas cards are written and sent. Menus are planned, presents are bought, and shopping is done.
What remains is wishing all of you a very Merry Christmas and a healthy, prosperous New Year.

With every Christmas Card I write... – 25 December 2018
Why do you send Christmas cards? Well, when I was young, you couldn’t just visit aunt Lida in Canada to
wish her Merry Christmas. A quick phone call was also impossible. She didn’t have a telephone line, living in
the middle of nowhere. But to let her know she was still part of the family, thought of and missed, you would
send her a Christmas card (which, I must admit, would or would not arrive in this middle of nowhere). Basically the same
was the case for aunt Betsie in Amsterdam. Too far away, and a phone call too expensive. She also would get
a Christmas card. Everybody else you would visit on one of the Christmas days (or see them in church) and
wish them Merry Christmas in person.
Then, when I left home, I would only send a card to parents and best friends. Usually home-made. Cross
stitched, quilted, paper cut, you name it I did it. There would never be more than about ten cards involved.
And, in the old days, just postcard style, without an envelope.

First Christmas Card ever?

Can you imagine the shock I got when I got involved with someone from the UK, and in the end even moved
to the UK? It seems easier to determine whom you won’t send a Christmas card. There is not enough wall
space on a narrowboat (and window sills are non-existent) to hang all the cards you receive.
Half the space at Tesco at the moment is dedicated to Christmas cards (try to find a birthday card for someone who,
unfortunately, was born on the 23rd...). The appropriate wishes are already printed, so just add your name and a
couple of XXX’s and that’s your conscience clear for the next eleven months.
All double cards, most with an extra sheet of paper inside, plus an envelope, and all wrapped in plastic, with a
price sticker on. How many trees are used for something that decorates the house for two weeks and then ends
up in the fire or the bin? Something that is bought in bulk and sent in bulk? Nobody tries to find just that one
card that contains exactly the Christmas wishes you want to send to Ann, or depicts a scene similar to one you
experienced some time last year with Carol.

June picture turned into home-made New Year Card

Living in the UK I resumed my habit of sending e-cards. Home-made, clearly referring back to some situation
of the year gone by, sent to friends with a personal message. Saves money, but not time, of course. It definitely
takes some time to design and make an e-card that I consider to be nearly perfect.
This year Lawrance sent my carefully made e-card to his friends and family, by pressing just one button.
Conscience clear for the next eleven months? Can one actually think of all the recipients when you send a card
this way? Isn’t that the aim of sending a card?
Any impact on the recipients? No. When meeting one of them in person, she thanked Lawrance for the e-card,
and when Lawrance mentioned that I made it, she said: “Oh? I didn’t realize that”.
So she didn’t even look at it; you won’t find e-cards with WRT in the background, clearly in a 1850-ish setting.
Luckily it didn’t involve a lot of trees (only the energy to charge computer and phone).
Do we need all this, I wonder? Do we need all these cards, with Christmas, New year, Valentines Day, Birthdays?
Do I need to get a Christmas Card for Lawrance, when I can wish him Merry Christmas as soon as he gets out
of bed?
Do we need all that food? A Christmas cookie with 242 kcal, being 12% of your daily reference intake? Are
Christmas calories not as fattening as non-Christmas calories?
Do we need all the Christmas lights? Can you see all your lights outside your house?
Do we need all these gifts? Do we need a silly Christmas jumper? Or all these new clothes?
Do we need to spend all that money?

Good gift idea

Have a look at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/263969440_The_Carbon_Cost_of_Christmas.
Forget about the actual numbers, I can’t check how accurate they are. But have a look at the over-all subject.
Am I the only one who feels a bit uncomfortable, today?

